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Abstract
At present, the road freight transportation in our country is in the stage of transition from traditional transportation to modern logistics. Fuel, vehicle parts, labor and other costs rise, leading to the ordinary single vehicle transportation mode is increasingly difficult to resist the impact of market volatility in traditional logistics enterprises. As a kind of advanced transportation organization mode, the Drop-and-pull Transport is not only conducive to the development of low-carbon economy, but also will promote the development of logistics enterprises in our country, it is one of the most important measures for the implementation of low-carbon transportation in China. Based on the principles and organizational models of Drop-and-pull Transport, this paper puts L logistics enterprise as a research subject, and then comparatively analyzing the economic benefits between the two modes of transport. The results shows that the Drop-and-pull Transport mode has a greater effect on transportation efficiency improvements and transportation costs decline.
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1. Introduction
With the gradual improvement of the national highway network, China's road transport industry has been an unprecedented rapid development, but also faced with how to improve transport efficiency, reduce the cost of logistics enormous pressure. In 2014 the ratio of total logistics costs to GDP 16.6%, not only much higher than the developed countries such as the United States and Germany (the United States is about 8%), but with the economic development level is approximately equal to the BRIC countries compared to high, such as India (13%), Brazil (11.6%). How to better meet the needs of the construction of a resource-saving and environment-friendly society, the development of advanced mode of transport, improve the logistics rationalization and organization level of road transport, reduce supply chain cost, improve the efficiency of transportation, the transport sector become a major issue facing the development needs of transport came into being. In 2010, the national development and Reform Commission and the Ministry of transportation jointly issued the notice on printing and distributing the implementation plan for the pilot work of rejection and transportation. Since then, the development of the transportation has risen to the strategic level of national development.

2. The basic principle of Drop-and-pull Transport
The definition of truck trailer is towing a trailer to the destination, the trailers unloaded, put on a new trailer to another destination mode of transport. Compared with the traditional transport mode, this mode of transport is conducive to reducing the waiting time of loading and unloading, accelerate the tractor turnover, improve transport efficiency and labor productivity; to reduce the vacancy rate and inefficient transportation, reduce energy consumption and emissions, save goods storage facilities; to reduce the loss and reduce road traffic accidents; organization for water roll transport, railway transport hump multimodal transport, and promote the comprehensive transportation construction.
3. Operational organization model of Drop-and-pull Transport

In this mode of transport, the organization of the vehicles will be affected by factors such as the distribution of stations, the organization of supply, and so on, thus forming a variety of organizational models, such as Both ends of the transport, Circulation transport, Other connections transport.

3.1 Both ends of the transport

That is, the two nodes in the line used in the rejection mode. As shown in Figure 1, set a tractor from the A station to the B station site, the specific steps are as follows: (1) A station reserved for the two semi-hanging (S1, S3), S1 pre-installed in B (2) tractor from the A station hang heavy hanging S1 to B station; (3) to reach the B station, remove the heavy hanging S1, loaded with the completion of the heavy hanging S2, return to the A Station; (4) tractor arrived, remove the S2, hang up the finished product hanging S3, repeat step 1, the cycle.

![Figure 1 Both ends of the transport mode diagram](image1)

3.2 Circulation transport

"Circulation transport" is carried out in three (or more) area of rejection operation, and the formation of closed loop back and forth the job path, shown in Figure 2. And "both ends of the rejection," only need to reserve a station in a heavy hanging, the rest of the same steps, it is not tired.

![Figure 2 Circulation transport mode diagram](image2)

3.3 Other connections transport

As shown in Fig. 3, it is assumed that the tractor is connected between stations A, B, and C, and B is the middle connection. In Fig. 3, there are three links in the pilot line. Tractor T1, in the A, B between the rejection, tractor T2 in the B, C between the rejection, the specific steps of the model are as follows:

- A to B Station:
  (1) Two semi-trays (S1, S3) are reserved in station A, S1 is pre-loaded and B is reserved for semi-trailer S2; (2) Tractor T1 is linked from station A according to the system instruction (3) Tractor to B station, remove S1, install S2 return to A station; (4) Repeat step (1).
- B to C Station:
(2) Tractor T2 installs S1 from station B to C station according to the system instruction; (3) Tractor T2 arrives at station C, unloading S1, reloading S5 and returning to B station; (4) Repeat step (1). As shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 Other connections transport mode diagram

4. Analysis of Economic Benefit

4.1 Comparison of transport efficiency
The improvement of the transport efficiency after the rejection is mainly due to the reduction of the loading and unloading waiting time of the tractor, which will effectively reduce the number of tractors, increase the mileage of the truck and the total turnover. Take a L enterprise hanging transport line as an example, the line for the "line two, both ends of the rejection linked" mode of transport, running 25 days per month, from the traditional mode of transport into the transport mode, the tractor loading and unloading Waiting time is reduced, making the number of cycling trips per month and mileage have increased the utilization rate,

4.2 Comparison of average transportation cost
Transportation costs include fixed costs and variable costs, including fixed costs of vehicle depreciation, repair costs, insurance, other costs and taxes, variable costs generally include fuel costs, tolls and driver wages and so on. This line is still used as an example to analyze the changes in average transport costs.

By calculation can be seen that, the cost of the traditional mode of transportation is 0.358 yuan / ton, transport cost is 0.303 yuan / ton, transport way cost savings of 0.056 yuan / ton, down 15.51%.

5. Conclusion
According to the comparison between the traditional mode and the economic efficiency in the rejection mode, the towing vehicle can reduce the waiting time of the tractor, which makes the annual total stroke increased by about 80% and the bicycle turnover by 125%. In addition, the rejection of transport is also more able to reduce vehicle load-free behavior, which to some extent, improve the vehicle load factor. It is estimated that compared with the traditional mode of transport, throwing the cost of transport savings of 0.056 yuan / ton km, transportation costs fell 15.51%.

At present, China's road freight is in the traditional transport to the modern logistics transformation stage, although the ordinary single truck is still the majority of logistics enterprises is the main mode of transport, however, due to fuel, vehicle parts prices, labor costs, Traditional logistics and transportation is difficult to resist the impact of market volatility. To carry out transport rejection, not only conducive to the development of China's low-carbon economy, but also to promote China's logistics enterprises to achieve efficient and healthy development.
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